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Independent, reliable guide to online education for over 22 years! Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved colleges, Sia All rights reserved at home in Europe's largest food market, its oldest zoo and its best collection of Art Nouveau buildings, Riga is a city of little-known superlatives. Its compact centre is a UNESCO World Heritage Site full of
architectural treasures, and there is plenty to explore on both sides of the River Daugava, including topnotch restaurants and buzzy creative spaces. Here are seven reasons to bring this Baltic beauty to your bucket list. 01 of 07 TripSavvy / Christopher Larson With narrow cobblestone streets, colorful squares and medieval-era buildings, the Old Town is full of
architectural treasures. The hotel has more than 500 buildings featuring a variety of architectural styles, including Gothic, Baroque, Modernism and Art Nouveau, and has been a UNESCO World Heritage Site since 1997. The most important monuments are Riga Cathedral, the largest medieval church in the Baltics; St. Peter's Church, which features its
observation platform with stunning panoramic views; and three brothers, a series of three neighboring houses, each built in another century. Take a stroll through Rosen Steet, a narrow alley where you can touch the opposite walls with both hands, and stop for coffee in one of the sidewalk cafes in Dome Square. 02 of 07 The live part of Riga Central
Market/Riga occupies a series of 5 WWI Zeppelin hangars near the edge of the River Daugava, Riga Central Market covers a wide area of floors and is officially Europe's largest market. Over 3,000 vendors are selling an impressive range of fresh local produce here and stalls have been broken neatly into separate hangars selling meat, fish, milk and
vegetables, including an amazing array of cabbage and huge jars full of pickled vegetables. Grab a place for Sturitis Pelmeni and refill with a bowl of hand-rolled meaty dumplings served in a delicious broth with a mouthful of sour cream. 03 of 07 Domingo Leiva/Getty Images More than a third of all buildings in Riga are examples of Art Nouveau architecture,
and the city is recognized as having the best collection of Art Nouveau buildings in Europe. Take to albert streets to admire the large houses that lead both sides of the street and look for colorful facades, intricate masonry and unusual gargoyles. Take a stroll through the surrounding streets, designate an Art Nouveau quarter and enter the Art Nouveau
Museum to see examples of the living interiors of the era. 04 From 07 Jurmala Tourism Information Centre, known as the Pearl of Latvia, Jurmala is a 20-mile strip with fine white sand to a series of beach towns facing the Gulf of Riga. It is the largest resort in the Baltics and a popular weekend escape with its wooden guesthouses, Art Nouveau villas and spa
hotels. Jump by train from Riga Central Station and you can reach the beach in about 20 minutes. The track runs along the coast from Lielupe to Kemer round trip tickets cost around $5. Majori is a good station to get out of. It has a tourist information center and a pedestrianized main street lined with bars and restaurants. Don't miss cocktails at Simply
Beach House, a modern beach bar with a glass front directly on the sand overlooking the Baltic Sea, followed by an amber concert hall performance in the 1930s. Continue 5 of 7 below. 05 of 07 Rachel Erdos It is easy to find a peaceful place in Riga for a walk or a picnic in a lush park. The nearest greenery square for the city's old town is Bastejkalna, a
pretty 19th-century park located in romantic water features, flower-filled banks and a winding canal. Further north, Esplanade Park is a grand district, complemented by the Cathedral of the Birth of Riga Orthodox Christ with an amazing golden domed roof, the National Museum of Art and the Art Academy of Latvia. Located near the Art Nouveau quarter,
Kronvalda Park Hotel offers a dance fountain, Chinese pagodas and roller-jet tracks in the former hunting area. 06 of 07 Restaurant 3 Although there are many cozy restaurants that offer hearty Latvian dishes such as pork stitch and meatball soup, there are more and more modern restaurants in Riga, which are sown by chefs. Highlights include Restaurant
3, an intimate spot in the Old Town, focusing on natural ingredients coming from the forest (sorrel soup, pine ice cream, wild garlic chocolate cake), Fabrikas Restorans modern cuisine in a converted factory on the shores of the Daugava, and 3 chefs seasonal dishes served from a buzzy open kitchen. 07 of 07 Luis Dafos/Getty Images Beyond Riga's
cobblestone streets and historic sites you will find several cool pockets of land that are now designated creative quarters. Behind the Central Market, the Spikes Quarter is made up of several renovated warehouses with an art gallery, a concert hall and an outdoor square with regular flea markets and open-air cinema screenings. Across the river from the old
town, kalnciema quarter is an area of beautiful 19th-century wooden houses, transformed into cafes, restaurants and shops selling art and crafts. Or head north-east of the city for a walk along the colorful Miera Street to browse your galleries and its vintage clothing stores before sming in a hip café. Go to the content of Go to the footer Endaf Emlyn's third
Welsh language feature is not a completely successful mood piece set on the remote Welsh coast of the Cold War in the early '60s. A teenage boy (Ashcroft, right) recalls the fateful months after the disappearance of his dancer sister. In the large family house with the s kinds lives his ex-ballerina mother, bedridden hysterically; the father of his ammunition-
worker, a poor man who may have played too free with new charges for a family dance school; and his other sister, all pain and no beauty. Boy makes cards to hide his secrets befriends befriends Pole with secrets of your own. The story meanders about, meditating on unseen events (accidental death, suicide and rape) on the neo-classical strains of Mark
Thomas's score and noise of seabirds, but not a prominent target. PLACES ECONOMY OTHER RESOURCES Move to content In this pretty, post-Soviet capital of the Baltic Sea, Julian Rubinstein finds the city to remake itself, alive with energy, ambition, and new ideas. Like many cities in Central and Eastern Europe, which have a long history of foreign
occupation and a more recent history of dramatic transformation and independence, Riga will only know itself. And more than most cities in the region, the Capital of Latvia is in the midst of an identity-changing boom, which gives it a slightly dyspeptic, somewhat abnormal and very impressive rebellious teenage wall. In recent years, there has been a national
furore over the streaker at the football game, the country's first such scandal, and the restoration of a monument to Russia's Peter the Great, which has moved to an office-building parking lot. Meanwhile, dozens of multinational companies, intoxicating at the low cost of Latvia's adoption into the European Union in 2004, have opened offices in a city located
between two other Baltic capitals, Tallinn in the north and Vilnius to the south. Cue tourism industry: European discount airlines have recently made Riga a destination for direct flights. And hotel-iers have responded by wrapping more than 30 properties in 2005 and 2006 alone. As a result, the influx of foreigners to the country's capital with the EU's lowest
standard of living has left Riga in a retoxic identity store assembly room. New Prague; the hottest real estate market in Eastern Europe; the latest depressing destination for sex tourism – everyone is tried and waiting at the counter. Until recently, Riga was a blank page, said Erik Štīcenieks, a young Latvian advertising mavens who pitched the government on
the development of the national image campaign. Now it is defined by others. Although it is difficult for most Latvians to describe their capital, one thing they legitimately enjoy is its size. With a population of about 800,000, Riga is the largest and most cosmopolitan city in the Baltics, and yet it is still strange enough that Russian mobsters who refrained from
shooting told me that they preferred Moscow. The city is flat, quite compact and easy to explore at any time of the day, unless it is summer. One night I had a drink on the balcony of my hotel with a local photographer I'd met and his friend, a go-go dancer at a nightclub. We watched the sky streak of orange and pink as the sun sank in the nearby Baltic Sea,
and talked about where we could go that night. It was 2:00 am and I should have already had dinner, but the Irish night was literally just the beginning. Thanks to the northern location of the city, Riga has long, pleasant summer days and other during saluingly dark, unending nights. We settled on a survey of the old town bar and dance clubs, which I was sure
we could not say that it corresponded to one of Europe's best DJs. But walking there confirmed two urban qualities in which old men are proud: drivers act as if they get points, hitting you, and women — long hair, Nordic features, skin-tight clothing — are gorgeous and seemingly ubiquitous. Everyone is out now, Karen, the photographer, said as we dived out
of it, swerving Lada, because this is our only chance. When the fall comes, we all get depressed again. Assuming you don't twist your ankle on paved medieval streets, or consume too many shots of the Black Balsaem-state (horrific) signature hearty- it is possible to visit five or six places in a few hours. We made it up to three. Some of them, like Club
Essential, feature so many levels and dance floors they could go to go cleaner in Los Angeles or, to more point, Moscow. Almost half of the population of Riga is Russian, and even without listening to a person, russian differentiation from Latvians is not complicated. It's like watching Sex Pistols hang in the London Symphony. Later, as we walked home past
the Freedom Monument, just outside the Old Town, around the corner came a red sports car, he two tires squealing laps around the monument and tore out, with fists pumping out its windows. Something tells me they're Russian, Karen (who is Russian) said consciously. Ethnic differences are not always amused, of course, and in fact are one of the defining
features of the city. There are separate Russian and Latvian newspapers, television programs and even schools. When Latvia delivers international news, this is usually due to ethnic tensions. Last year, a Russian MEMBER from the Latvian Parliament caught the headlines when he suggested that the baltic countries' alignment with NATO and the West
would lead to war. We [Russia] will not be bombing Brussels, he said. We will bomb Vilnius, Riga and Tallinn. I was able to think about this issue even more while I was able to ponder the issue while I was able to break into the city in a black BMW with the Name of The Russian of Latvian origin Yevgeny Gomberg, whose accidental invasion of the conflict led
to an episode involving Russian diplomats, Latvian courts, protests and a partner named Stanislav, who lost everything, including, as reported, his mind. In any case, he was very inaccessible when we called from the car. Our destination was the aforementioned historical statue of Peter the Great, which in 1709 brought the Russians to Latvia, where they
remained until the beginning of the First World War (only return during the Second World War). From 1910 to 1917, the monument sat in Riga's main square before being sent back to Russia to melt it into an artillery cast. But it never arrived, because the ship it was sank, and it stayed on the floor in the Baltic Sea until it is gabalos 1934. Nwo Nwo restored to
its massive 30-foot height, it is away from any city map that could be obtained from the tourist office. But according to Gomberg, it was found in the parking lot behind his office building. Outside the car window, nondescript five-storey apartment buildings passed like a strip of modern European film, and traffic lights at intersections in both directions, a general
call for caution without a firm commitment right-of-way. That's just a little further, Gomberg said, when he had finished singing along with Slade on the radio. A 53-year-old hedge fund trader, Gomberg was initially involved with the statue with the idea of donating it to the city as part of its 800th anniversary celebration in 2001. The statue was then in the hands
of Stanislav Razumovsky, who had to give up his engineering work to work on it, but was going bankrupt trying to keep the country from recoiting it. Gomberg jumped with financial help. Eventually, he took over the project and got the right to restore it to the display. In August 2001, the statue rose in the central square and immediately became a symbol of
everything that was right or wrong with Latvia, depending on your heritage. One man threw an egg statue; another was the first human egg basket and smashed the remaining eggs over the first person's head. Three days later, on the orders of the mayor, Gomberg removed the statue. Just when I began to wonder if the suffocation in Cologne was possible,
Gomberg turned off the main road to a small office complex and drove around on his back. There it is, he said, unnecessarily as we stepped out of the car. On a small grassy island in a parking lot surrounded by spotlights, layers of shining, 3 1/2-ton bronze statue of Peter the Great Step horse-sized aircraft carrier. Standing in the shadow of history, it was
clear why Riga still could not know what it had yet become: it was not figured out how to deal with where it had been. Even celebrating your folklore seems anxiety induced. After Peter the Great Snee, Gomberg tried to prove that he too was interested in The History of Latvia by restoring the statue of the famous local folk hero Lacplesis. This one is there, he
said, turning and pointing to the back of the office building where the bear Battle of Lacplesis was leaning against the window. Having depressed myself enough to think of hardship and the passage of time, I turned my attention to food. In short, I learned quite appropriately that in the early 1990s a new broadcast channel called Pizza TV, featuring a cooking
show with beer guzzling Canadian, Elmars Tannis, who introduced the delicacies of sandwiches to the country. To his appreciation, Tannis, now one of the best-known restorationists in the city, is not feigning for his culinary vegetation. I'm just trying to get people to wake up and do something else with their potato, he says, about from his new flagship
restaurant, Charleston's, just outside the Old Town. One of the Latvians, who has carried out his personal mission to continue the tradition of Riga architectural excellence, is Superstit umen, the founding man who wears a horseshoe earring and Hawaiian shirt and who recently returned from a two-year sailing trip around the world. Before I got into real
estate, I worked in government, Rooster tells me more than espresso outside his trendy restaurant, Factory. I was Prime Minister. I had, in fact, managed to read before arriving that Rooster had recently run the country. Now he more or less presides over kipsala island, a strip of land just across the River Daugava from the old city, which served as a Soviet
military laundromat. Rooster showed me around the area where he and his wife, Zaiga, an architect, have built a restaurant and a group of loft apartments and are in the process of renovation of several houses that are hundreds of years old. The handicrafts are spare and full of respect for the original wooden style, complete with wood-burning stoves and
floors made of thick boards Rooster recovers from abandoned buildings. There is also one separate hotel room, a 200-year-old former smoked smoked smoked house, which has turned Rooster into a cozy attic with exposed beams and skylights. (Since so few people know about it, he rents only 100 euros per night.) They even went to the effort to pull out
several roads and repeatedly laying them with pavers. This place is just for lovers, he said, which means people who would appreciate the aesthetic and of course are willing and able to pay for it. Over the past two years, his properties have appreciated 400 percent. On the last day in Riga I decided to drive out of town to Jurmala, a beach town in the Baltic
Sea, for 30 minutes. The sandy beach was smooth and crowded with scantily clad people, and within five or 10 minutes I was wading into a cool, strangely brown surf. When I returned to my hotel, I had only a few hours left in the city, so I asked the bartender to give his impressions of Riga. He is associated with an old Riga legend who says that every 100
years a magpie flies over the Daugava and weeps: Is Riga ready? But the magpie is really a witch, the bartender continued. I can imagine I said, hoping it wouldn't be one of those stories I couldn't follow. And if someone says Riga is ready, the city will sink into the river. The new Venice, I thought, annoying myself, then asked: So what will happen next time?
We can never be prepared, he said, sweeping his hand across the bar, as if to say voilā. I thought about it for a few minutes. Riga: Perpetually unprepared. It was a unique and yet tossing motto, blessing and curse. And it seems to fit. Fly to London and take british airways or RyanAir to Riga for a 21/2 hour flight. With an abundance of open-air concerts and
festivals, from riga Opera Festival to Cesis Beer Festival, summer and fall (May-September) is the best time to visit the Latvian capital. 83/85 Elizabetes Street; 371/777-0900; www.hotelbergs.lv. doubles from $230. Close to the Cathedral of the Duomo, this luxurious hotel offers a blue, gold and white colour scheme and antique furniture. Pils street 12;
371/704-4000; www.schlossle-hotels.com. doubles from $356. 38/40 Blaumana; 371/777-0572; dinner for two $132. 31 Barona Street; 371/724-3002; dinner for two $28. 19 Elizabetes Street; 371/733-2634; dinner for two $132. Riga's best seafood restaurant offers local catches and a variety of international favorites. 4 Vagnera Street; 371/721-6713; dinner
for two from $60. Skolas street 2; 371/724-2289. 371/750-2310. Functions as an unofficial center of political debate. Corner of Freedom and Raina Boulevard. The largest church in the Baltics. Doma Baznica, C:\WINDOWS\windows\371/721-3498; open Tuesday-Friday, 10 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. © Copyright . All rights reserved. Printed from is to an external site
that may or may not comply with accessibility guidelines. Guidelines.
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